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english tests - sats tests online - 03 marks the number under each line at the side of the page tells you the
maximum number of marks for each question. please wait until you are told to start work on page 4. we shine
in the light of jesus 07.07 - silksworth | sunderland - st leonard’s rc primary school newsletter we shine
in the light of jesus in pursuit of excellence! 07.07.17 class of the week a endance rec 97.50% yr3 95.71%
practicing homophones - eslflow - homonyms—two, to, too review the definition of a homonym. a
homonym is a word that sounds the same as another word or words but has a different meaning and is spelled
differently. tenses 1. put the verb into the correct form, present ... - 1 tenses 1. put the verb into the
correct form, present simple (i do), present continuous (i am doing), past simple (i did) or past continuous (i
was doing).
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